A global mindset and focus on excellence. Studying in the Nürnberg Metropolitan Region.

Shape your future
Study at the heart of the German economy in Nürnberg. The stepping stone for a successful career worldwide.

Welcome to the city campus in Nürnberg. Study in one of the world’s strongest industrial nations.

Mastering theory that translates to the real world
The School of Business, Economics and Society at Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) is specifically set up to provide the study environment that prepares you for your career. The FAU’s world-class excellence and outstanding reputation speak for themselves, such as top scores in CHE and THE rankings of the past years. The School of Business, Economics and Society has an exceptional reputation around the globe and is consistently ranked in the top 1% as measured by the QS World University Rankings, prominent universities or research institutions. This means that FAU graduates are respected by top companies and are highly sought after.

Ideal location in the heart of Europe. Study in one of the world’s strongest industrial nations.

Business and Economics in Nürnberg. Setting the bar in cutting-edge research and professional education.

The university: A long tradition of innovation
The School of Business, Economics and Society has its roots in the old University of Erlangen. The economical sciences that constitute our faculty today have its origins back to the 19th century. Today, the School embraces the study disciplines of economics, business and social studies in all its forms, theoretical as well as applied. The School is now home to five study programs, around 4,000 academic staff and around 38,000 students. It is specifically set up to provide the study environment that prepares you for your career. The FAU’s world-class excellence and outstanding reputation speak for themselves, such as top scores in CHE and THE rankings of the past years. The School of Business, Economics and Society has an exceptional reputation around the globe and is consistently ranked in the top 1% as measured by the QS World University Rankings, prominent universities or research institutions. This means that FAU graduates are respected by top companies and are highly sought after.
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Bachelor's degree programs:
The foundation upon which to build
Our Bachelor's degree programs are designed to give you a solid foundation in the core skills and knowledge in your chosen area – Business, Economics, or Society.

Master's degree programs:
The path to excellence
Our Master's degree programs are specifically designed to prepare you for future leadership roles in your chosen field. The curriculum includes in-depth knowledge in your area of interest, research training, and access to top-level experts and industry professionals.

Student passion for tackling real-world issues.
The School of Business, Economics, and Society relies on strong alliances with businesses.

Regional cooperation:
From theory to practice
The School of Business, Economics, and Society relies on strong alliances with businesses.

Student passion for tackling real-world issues.
The School of Business, Economics, and Society relies on strong alliances with businesses.